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Detect ion  of  a Coherent  Signal of  Known Phase* 
RICHARD A. KLEMM* 
Lyman Laboratory of Physics, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 
A novel algebraic technique is employed to find asymptotic solutions for 
Helstrom's integral equation for a single-cavity-mode tector of a coherent 
signal of known phase. At high and low temperatures, the detection probability 
is related to the fixed false-alarm probability. When either the decision level 
or the signal intensity is small, a solution is found for all temperatures. 
l. INTRODUCTION 
A simple model for a detector of a coherent signal is a box with a slit. The 
slit is held open for a period of time % after which it is closed. The experi- 
menter must then decide whether or not he has trapped the coherent signal in 
his box. We assume that the bandwidth of the signal is sufficiently small so 
that the mean number of noise photons in each cavity mode effected by the 
signal is the same. The optimum receiver will then have a single "matched 
mode" excitable by the signal, which is a linear combination of the harmonic 
oscillator cavity modes. 
Helstrom has formulated the problem by assuming that the radiation in the 
box after the slit is closed is described by one of two possible density operators 
P0 and Pl, that correspond, respectively, to the blackbody radiation initially 
in the box, and the superposition of the signal on the blackbody background. 
If we let % -- exp(--hco/kT), where co is the frequency of the signal, and if we 
let [/x) be the coherent state defined by a I/z) =/x  }/z) (Glauber, 1963), then 
Po and Pl are given, respectively, by 
Po -=- (1 -- Vo)(rrv0) -t f dZ7 exp[--(1 -- %) ] 7 i2/Vo] I 7)<7 ] (1.1) 
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and 
Pl = (1 --  %)(~rv0) -1 f d2~, exp[--(1 --  %) IV --/~ [2/%1 [ V)<7' I. (1.2) 
The problem then is to determine which of these two density operators 
describes the radiation in the box. Since there are many experiments to 
distinguish between the two states he can perform, our experimenter must 
know which will be the most reliable. 
Helstrom has shown that if we use either the Bayes criterion of minimizing 
the average cost of operation, or the Neyman-Pearson criterion of maximizing 
the detection probability ~)d while holding the "false-alarm" probability Qo 
fixed, then the most reliable experiment is characterized by a projection 
operator ~r which maximizes the quantity 
Qa - -  ;~Q0 = tr[(Pl - -  APo)rr], (1.3) 
where A is a Lagrange multiplier, and A >~ 0. This is done by choosing a 
basis {I ~/~>} in which Pi - -  AP0 is diagonal, so that we then have to solve the 
eigenvalue quation 
(P~ - -  AP0) I ~e> = ~e [ ~)~>, (1.4) 
where the index k refers to the various possible eigenvalues and eigenstates. 
I f  the phase of the coherent signal is not known, which would be the case 
if the position of the source were not known accurately enough, or if the 
frequency of the signal were too high relative to the response time of the 
receiver, then the phase of the signal can be assumed to be random. Helstrom 
has shown that the density operators Pi and P0 then commute, and the problem 
is therefore easily soluble (Helstrom, 1967). However, if the wavelength of 
the signal is sufficiently long, as in the case of a coherent radar signal, or if the 
position of the source is known accurately, then the phase of the signal can be 
known, and this additional knowledge allows the experimenter to construct a
receiver that will be superior to any other possible receiver. Unfortunately, 
the density operators p~ and P0 no longer commute, and so naturally the 
problem becomes considerably more difficult in general to solve. 
I f  we express the states I ~> in terms of the coherent states, we may write 
the eigenvalue equation as a linear difference equation with variable 
coefficients. Let 
<a j ~> = F~(a*) exp(--  ] a 12/2). (1.5) 
I f  we define the generating functions 
Ro(~*, 3) = <~ l po 13> (1.6) 
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and 
then we have: 
and 
~(~*,/~) = (~ I p~ I/3>, 
No(a*, fl) : (1 --  %) exp(%~*/3) 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
~z(a*, fl) = (1 - -  %) exp[voa* fi q- (1 --  Vo)(/z~* + tz*fi - -  [ tz [~)]. (1.9) 
Equation (1.4) now becomes 
f ~F~(fl*) e-IOl'[Nl(~*, 3) - -  ;~0(  ~*, fl)] = ~7~Fk(~*). (1.1o) 
Since it is known (Glauber, 1963) that 
f d~firr e-fBJ~e~*ff([3*) = f(~*)'  (1.11) 
we may combine the last two above equations to obtain the desired linear 
difference equation. I f  we drop the subscript k, and show the v o and A 
dependence explicitly, we have: 
e<l-~o )< . . . .  l"12~F[%, • { vo~* + ~*(1 - -  Vo)] - -  ;~F(vo, ~ I Vo~*) 
_ ~(Vo, ~) F(%, ~ I ~*). (1.12) 
1 - -  v0  
The state t ~7) may be found in terms ofF: 
1~7) = f d2a~r e-l~12/2F(v°' A t~*) l @' (1.13) 
and F (%,  ~ I ~*) is subject to the normalization condition for all v 0 and ;~: 
f d%~ 2 ~r e-l~J [F(vo,A l a*)12 = 1. (1.14) 
We will now proceed to solve Eq. (1.12) for large and small v 0 , for small 
I/z ], and for large and small A, and use our results to find the optimum receiver 
in these regions. We will show that in these asymptotic regions, Eq. (1.12) 
has just one eigenvalue ~7, which is positive for 0 ~ ~ ~ 1, and negative for 
1 ~ A ~ oo, with a discontinuity at ~, = 1. As the optimum detection 
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operator has been shown by Helstrom to be the sum over positive igenvalues 
of the outer products of the eigenstates, we therefore have asymptotically 
= I~) (v  1, (1.15) 
with the restriction 0 ~< h ~< 1. This discontinuity in the eigenvalue at 
A = 1 is a very unusual type of behavior, as nothing analogous occurs in the 
problems of incoherent or random-phase coherent signals. It has the physical 
significance that the optimum receiver of a coherent signal of known phase is 
basically a detector of the matched mode, primarily counting the number of 
photons in that mode. Thus, contrary to what has been previously suggested 
(Helstrom, 1972), a small false-alarm probability does not imply that the 
decision level A is large. In addition, we note that from Eq. (1.3), since Qa 
and Q0 are positive functions of A, and since the detection probability decreases 
with increasing )~, we have the trivial result hat the absolute maximum of ~ is 
at A ~ 0. This corresponds to the optimum receiver in the absence of the 
restriction that the false-alarm probability Q0 is kept fixed. In general, we 
have the constraint that Qo is held fixed, and that gives us an equation for Qo in 
terms of A. We also have an equation for Qa as a function of A, and we must 
solve for Qa in terms of Qo by first inverting the equation for Q0. This is in 
general a very tedious procedure, and we have only done it for high and low 
temperatures, and for small decision levels, where the solution to Eq. (1.12) 
can be readily obtained. 
2. H IGH TEMPERATURE SOLUTION 
Setting v o = 1 in Eq. (1.12), we obtain: 
lira ~(v°' A) _ 1 -- ;~. (2.1) 
Vo-~l 1 - -  73 0 
Differentiating Eq. (1.12) with respect o Vo, setting v o = 1, and simpli- 
fying, we obtain: 
(~*(1 - -  Z) - -  ~* )F~, (1 ,  A I~*)  - -  (~*  - -  I~ [~ ÷ n i l )F (1 ,  ~1~*)  = 0, 
(2.2) 
where we have made the definitions: 
8 n(Vo,A) %=1 (2.3) 
~711~- ~Vo 1--Vo 
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and 
F~.(Vo, 11 ~*) ~ a- - j F (Vo ,  I I ~*). (2.4) 
Setting a* =/~*/ ( l  - -  1) in Eq. (2.2) and assuming F~,[I, A [/~*/(1 --  A)] to 
be finite, we have: 
- -A{~ [2 (2.5) 
~11 - -  1 - -  t 
I f  we now combine Eqs. (2.5) and (2.2), and solve the first order differential 
equation, we obtain: 
F(1, t i  ~*) = exp[--I/~ Je/2(l - -  A) z q-/z~*/(1 --  A)]. (2.6) 
We observe that the same results are obtained by assuming F(1, A I c~*) to be 
analytic in a*. We proceed in an analogous fashion to obtain: 
t 
F~(1, I [ c¢*) - -  4(1 --  a) s F(1, t I o~*)[(~*) 2 q- 2(21 + 1) !/~ I s/~*/(1 --  A) 
- -  (41  -4- 3 )  [ / z  [4/(1 - -  1)2] ,  (2 .7 )  
where we have defined 
=-- ~-~oF(Vo, 11 a*), (2.8) F~(vo , A L~*  ) 
and so on for higher derivatives. The eigenvalue ~is given to fourth order in 
the quantity 1 - -  v o by: 
~(Vo,t) = 1 - - t  t I~1  s 1(t 2+t+1) ]~[  ~(vo-1)  s 
1 - -  Vo 1 - t (Vo - 1) - 2 (1  - -  1) a 
t I t* E ~ (% - 1)~ 
6(1 --  A) a 
× [ -~--~ rt~12(A4-?7Aa ~-131s-t-71+1)(1--1) 2 ] 
, + o (~o - 1)~. 
J 
(2.9) 
We observe that 7/is nonanalytic in t at 2, = 1, except for the lowest order 
term in the 1 -  v o expansion. We further note that the coefficients of 
increasing powers of 1 -  v 0 are alternating in sign, so that the series to 
infinite order in 1 --  v 0 may be finite as 1 --+ 1. Near I = 1, the quantity 
~1/[(1 --  %)(1 - -  t)] appears to exhibit scaling in terms of the single quantity 
IF 12(1 - -  Vo)/(1 --  A) z, and therefore that ~(Vo, 1 ~ 1+)  = --~)(v o, 1 -  1--), 
indicative of a discontinuity at I = 1 for ]/z I :/= 0, as is shown in Fig. 1. 
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1 - v o 1 ~ ~ ~ - -  - - 
= 
1 
FIG. 1. Plot of ~(vo, h)/(1 -- v0) versus A at e-Iu 12 = 3/4, and for v0 = 0, 1, and 
some intermediate value. The dashed curve at A = 1 indicates a discontinuity, and 
the other two dashed curves are the extraneous zero-temperature solutions as given 
by Eq. (5.6). 
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FxC. 2. Plot of the physical region of allowed values of Qo and q. For vo = 0, the 
region between the A = 0 and the lower A = 1 curves is aUowed. For v0 > 0, this 
region shrinks, until at v0 = 1, it collapses into a single line. 
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3. EXPANSION FOR SMALL DECISION LEVEL ), 
Setting ~t = 0 on Eq. (1.12) gives: 
~(~o,] o) F(vo 0 I~*). ea-~o)t"~*-l"l~)F[vo, 0 [ voc~* -~ /**(1 - -  %)] - -  - - -7  
I f  we let n* =/** ,  we obtain: 




Setting ~* -~/** in Eq. (3.4), we obtain: 
~/1 a ~- _e- (1-%) l~l  ~, 
~*) a=o" (3.6) 
(3.7) 
By substituting this expression for ,h a back into Eq. (3.4), we find a 
difference quation forFa(v0,0 [ a*): 
~*-~o'~"~*-I~l~)F~[vo, 01VOW,* + ~*(1 -- Vo)] --F~(~o, O I~*) 
= e-J"12/2[e% "~* - -  e . . . .  (1-%~ ,I ~1 (3.8) 
Now, since we know thatF  must be normalized for all values of ;~, we have: 
Re f d~-t"r~F*(vo, 0 I ~*)Fa(vo, 0 j ~*) - -  0, (3.9) 
F(vo, 01 ~*) = exp[--[/z L~/2 q - /~*] .  (3.3) 
We will now expand ~(e0, a)/(1 --  %) in powers of I about I - -  0. Let us 
differentiate Eq. (1.12) with respect o I. Setting A = 0, we have: 
ea-V, )( . . . .  1"12)Fa[vo, 0 [ Vo~* -k/~*(1 - -  %)] - -F (vo ,  O lvo ~*) 
- Fa(v o , 0 l ~*) ÷ vlaF(vo, 0 1 ~*), (3.4) 
where we have defined 
a ~) ~7(Vo, A) a=o 
~? -= o~(,~ i --~o ' (3 .5)  
~(v o, 0) = 1, (3.2) 
1 - -% 
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which gives us 
F,(Vo, o 1~*) = o. (3.1o) 
Thus, a Taylor series for Fa(v0,0 [ c~*) about e* =/~* seems likely to be 
useful. Setting 
A(~* tz*) n Fa(vo, 01~*) = exp(-- I/z 1~/2 + tz~*) 
~=I n ! 
and combining Eqs. (3.11) and (3.8), we find: 
, (3 .11)  
f~ = (--1)n(1 -- vo)nt~'~ exp[--(1 --  Vo) I/z I~]/(vo n -- 1). (3.12) 
If we differentiate Eq. (1.12) twice with respect o A, and then set a = 0 
and ~* =/~*,  we have 
%~ = --2e->?/2Fa(vo, 0 I Vo/Z*), (3.13) 
and we therefore have the following expansion for ~ to order ~:  
~(vo, A) = 1 - -  Ae-(X-% )l"lz @ A2e-e(X-Voll"l 2 i 
+ ¢(a~). 
(1 - Vo)~" I t, ]~" 
n!(1 --  vo ~) 
(3.14) 
1 - -  f3 0 
We observe that the expansion for ~/in powers of A appears to have coefficients 
that are alternating in sign and decreasing in magnitude, so that the series 
appears to converge for A ~< 1. For these values of a, rl(Vo, a)/(1 --  %) 
appears to be greater than or equal to zero. We further note that Eq. (3.14) is 
consistent with the high-temperature solution given by Eq. (2.9). 
4. EXPANSION FOR LARGE DECISION LEVEL ,~ 
Expanding F and ~9 in powers of 1/h, we have: 
F(%, a ] o~*) = i F,~(Vo I n* )  (4 .1)  ~n 
and 
~(%' '~) = i r/a'~ (4.2) 
1 - -  v o A n-1 ' "/~=0 
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where we have assumedF to be finite as A -+ ~.  Dividing Eq. (1.12) by h and 
taking the limit as ~ --> Go, we find: 
Va ° = --  I, (4.3) 
and since F is normalized, we have: 
Fo(v o [~*) == 1. (4.4) 
Combining Eqs. (4.1), (4.2), and (1.12), and keeping terms of order 1, we 
have: 
e~l-vo)~ . . . .  I"l z) - -F I (V  0 ! VoO~* ) - -  r/at - - i l l (  % I c~*). (4.5) 
Setting a* = 0, we obtain: 
~a x = e-~l-~o~!"l 2. (4 .6)  
We therefore have the following difference quation forM: 
F,(Vo I VoC~ *) - -F1(% } ~*) = e-1*-~o)l<2[e(*-~o I * - -  1]. (4.7) 
ExpandingF 1 in a power series in c~*, and noting that the constant erm must 
disappear due to the normalization condition, we have: 
Fl(v ° i o~, ) = ~ o~*~g,~ (4.8) 
m! 
I f  we now combine Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8), and solve forgm, we find: 
g,~ = exp[--( l  - -  %) [ tz I e] k~(1 -- Vo)~/(Vo ~ --  1). (4.9) 
Returning now to the combination of Eqs. (1.12), (4.1), and (4.2), keeping the 
terms of order l/A, and setting ~* = 0, we have: 
~?a = -- exp[--(1 --  %) [ / ,  12]Fl[vo }/**(1 - -  Vo) ], (4.10) 
which when combined with Eqs. (4.3), (4.6), and (4.8), gives us the result for 
the large A expansion for ~/to order l/A: 
~7(Vo, A) __ A -~- e-O-Voll"l" - -  ]--- e-Z(1-vo>lul 2 ~ (1 --  vo) 2n I I z [2n 
1 - -  v o A ~=1 n l (1  - -  Vo ~) 
q_ ~0(A-2). (4.11) 
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We observe that Eq. (4.11) is remarkably similar to Eq. (3.14). I f  we set 
h -~ 1 in both equations, we see that the resulting eigenvalues are opposite in 
sign. We further note that the ~/(1 - -  v0) obtained from Eq. (4.11) appears 
to be negative for h >/1,  as the coefficients are decreasing in magnitude and 
alternating in sign with increasing powers of 1/L Below h ----- 1, the series 
appears to diverge. Note further that Eq. (4.11) is consistent with the high 
temperature solution given by Eq. (2.9). 
5. LOW TEMPERATURE SOLUTION 
At zero temperature or at infinite signal frequency, the background 
radiation is negligible, and so it is clearly a trivial matter to determine if the 
coherent signal is in the box or not. To see this explicitly, we may set v o = 0 
in Eq. (1.12): 
e . . . .  r~T(0, ~ I ~*) - aF(0, ~ [0) = ~(0, ~)F(0, ~ 1 0*). (5.1) 
I f  we define 
~"~ ~(v°' ;~) ~o~O 
7, - ~v~, ~ - -~o  ' (5.2) 
then 7(0, ~) ----- 70. Setting c~* =/z*  in Eq. (5.1), we find: 
F(o, a l~*)  = hF(0, a 10)/(1 --  n0), (5.3) 
and by setting cz* = 0, we have: 
F(0, A I~*) = (70 + a) el~l~F(0, a 10). (5.4) 
Equations (5.3) and (5.4) together give us an equation for ~o: 
(1 - no)(~o + a) = ae-~r ~, (5.5) 
which has the two solutions: 
~/0 ± = ½{1 --  A zL [(1 --  h) ~ + 4A(1 - -  e-I"l~)]~/2). (5.6) 
This result has been previously obtained by a different method (Helstrom, 
1968), although in that paper the sign was chosen to be independent of h. 
Noting that the high temperature solution is indicative of a discontinuity at 
A = 1 for v o < 1, and that the small h and large A solutions are consistent 
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with Eq. (5.6) only if we choose the + and - -  signs, respectively, we arrive 
at the self-consistent solution for zero temperature:  
~0 - ½{1 - -  ~ + sign(1 - -  ~)[(1 - -  A) ~ -t- 4h(1 - -  e-I"l~)]l/~), (5.7) 
which is plotted as a function of h in Fig. 1. 
By combining Eqs. (5.1) and (5.3), we obtain: 
F(0, A ] ~*) ~-~ F(0, A l 0)[(~70 -}- A) e "~* - -  A]/~To. (5.8) 
Normal iz ing F and choosing the phase ofF(0,  )l t 0) to be consistent with the 
small and large A solutions, we have: 
F(0, A 10) = {•o(1 - -  no)/[a(2~o -t- a - -  1)]}1/z (5.9) 
and 
F(0, h I c~*) = sign(1 - -  A)[(1 - -  no) lAno(2no  + A - -  1)]l/~[(no + A) e .~* - -  A 1. 
(5.1o) 
Let  us differentiate Eq. (1.12) with respect o v 0 , and set v o -~ 0: 
e"~*-I"l~[--(~ e~* - -  I t • I~)F(0, A I/z*) +F , (0 ,  A t/z*) -k (~* -- /z*)F~.(0, A }/z*)] 
- ~[F~(0, ~ 1 0) + ~*V~.(0, a I 0)] 
= ~70F~(0, A I ~*) + ~hF( 0, A [ a*). (5.11) 
We then set c~* ~ 0 and a* =/z*  in Eq. (5.11) to obtain a pair of equations 
inF , (0 ,  ~ I/z*), F,(0, A I 0), and ~71. F~.(0, )t ] a*) is obtained by differentiating 
Eq. (5.10) with respect to o~*. The  unknowns Fv(0, A I0  ) and Fv(0 , A1/z* ) 
may be el iminated algebraically f rom the resulting pair of equations to yield 
the following equation for ~1: 
(2~/0 + a - -  1)(~h + )t { t~ 12 e-l"l~/%) = 0. (5.12) 
Since 2% + A - -  1 can equal 0 only when h - -  I and {/z I ----- 0, we have: 
~t ----- -~  I/z l 2 exp(- - I  t L [~)/% • (5.13) 
We may now determineFv(O, h I O) andF~(O, A I/z*) f rom the normalization 
condit ion on F.  Since the normalization condit ion is independent of v 0 , 
we must  have: 
Re f U~,e-~t~F*(O, ;~1 ~*)F~(0, Z I ~*) = 0, (5.14) 
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so that F~(0, A I 0) and F~(0, )t [/~*) must vanish identically. Using these 
results to solve Eq. (5.11) forF~(0, A I ~*), we obtain: 
F~(0, ~7~*) 
~- AF(0, A ] 0) e-1"[%o2{A I/z 12 (e "~* -- l)/~]o -J- #~*[e -~* --  A/(1 --  ~o)]}. 
(5.15) 
To carry out the solution to higher order, we proceed analogously to obtain the 
expression for ~(v0, A): 
~(Vo, A) 
710 + '/]1¢-)0 -1- *1~Vo2/2 + (9(vo3), (5.16) 
1 - -  v 0 
where ~ is given by: 
~7~ -- --;~ ]/z ]4 exp(--I/~ 12)/~9o + 2A[/~ 12(~/0 + a --  I) exp(-- t~ {~)P/o ~ 
+ 2Ae( 1 --  )) 1/~ t' exp(--2 ]/x ]2)/[~08(2~o + A --  1)]. (5.17) 
We may note that at A = 1, the symmetry ~?(vo, Z ~ 1-]-) = --+l(Vo, A = 1--) 
is preserved to order v02. Note also that the solution for small v o is consistent 
with Eqs. (3.14) and (4.11), the solutions for small and large ~. The expansion 
in powers of v o is apparently convergent for all values of A. If we had not been 
careful about the sign in Eq. (5.7), however, we would have had a convergent 
solution for positive ~70 only for A ~< 1, and for negative ~0 only for A >~ I, 
and the finite temperature solution would apparently be otherwise divergent. 
6. SOLUTION FOR LOW SIGNAL INTENSITY 
When [/z [z, the number of signal photons, vanishes, the density operators 
commute. We thus expect hat a solution for small ]/~ 12 can be found. Let 
us assume that F(v0, h I ~*) can he expanded in a power series in tz~*: 
co 
F(,o, a I=*) = Y~ h.(~o, a, 1~ 3~)(~*) ",
n=O 
(6.1) 
where h~(vo, A, 0) = 1 from the normalization condition. We further expand 
the hn's and the eigenvalue in a power series in I/~ 12: 
h.(vo , •, IN 12) = ~ h.'~(Vo , ~) ! ~ i ~ ,  
~0 
(6.2) 
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and 
~(Vo, A) _ ~ 12,, . (6.3) 
1 - -  v o %" I 'a=O 
Setting /, = 0 in Eq. (1.12), we find that %" = 1 -- )~. To next order in 
[/x 12, we have to find the three unknowns, ho 1, hi °, and ~h ". To do so, we 
combine Eqs. (6.1)-(6.3) and (1.12), and keep only the terms of order ]/z 12. 
We obtain the necessary three equations by setting ~* = 0, a* =/** ,  and 
requiring that F be normalized to order [/z [2. Solving these equations, we 
have: 
'h" = A(1 --  %)/(1 -- a), (6.4) 
h0 ~ = -1 / [2 (1  - ~)~j, (6.5) 
and 
hi ° = 1/(1 --  ;~). (6.6) 
To order ]/~ ]4, there are four unknown quantities: ho 2, hi 1, h2 °, and ~%". 
We may obtain four simultaneous equations in these quantities by setting 
~* = 0, ~* = tz*, and c~* = --tz* in Eq. (1.12) expanded to order 1/~ Ia, 
and from the normalization condition. Solving these equations, we obtain: 
A(1 -- %)2 [1 + A 2 ÷ 2AVo/(1 + %)]. (6.7) 
~"  = 2(I -- A) 3 
We therefore have the expansion for r/(Vo, h)/(1 -- %) to order ]/z ]a: 
~(v° 'A)  - -  1 - -A~-A I~I  2 (1 -%) / (1 -A)  
1 - -U  0 
- ~ 1 ~ i s (1 - %)2 [1 + A~ + 2AVo/(1 + Vo)]/[2(1 - z)3] 
+ o(I ~ 1% (6.8) 
We observe that Eq. (6.8) is consistent with the expansions for high 
temperatures, and for large and small A, as given by Eqs. (2.9), (3.14), and 
(4.11). We also note that it is consistent with the expansion for low temper- 
atures as given by Eq. (5.16). In particular, the zero-temperature solution ~/0, 
given by Eq. (5.7), is consistent with this expansion for small t ff 12, whereas 
the zero-temperature solution previously found is not (Helstrom, 1968). 
643/z8/I-4 
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7. THE OPTIMUM RECEIVER 
We now proceed with the Neyman-Pearson procedure of optimizing the 
detection probability Qa with respect to A, while holding the false-alarm 
probability Qo fixed. At any given temperature, Qa and Q0 are functions of A. 
We must solve for A in terms of Qo, and then for Q~ in terms of ~0.  As we 
have shown in the previous sections, there is only one eigenvalue, except at 
A ~ 1, where there may be two. As ~ is positive for 0 ~< A ~< 1, we are 
restricted to this range of values for A, and the optimum experiment in the 
asymptotic regions is characterized by the projection operator 
~r = I~)<~ I. (7.1) 
The false-alarm probability Q0 is now given by: 
Oo = f (7.2) 
where Po is given by Eq. (I.I). The detection probability Qa is given by: 
Qa = f d~ e-l~t~(~ I Pl I ~7>, (7.3) 
with Pl given by Eq. (1.2). The eigenstate [V) must be determined from 
F(vo, A l a*) and Eq. (1.13). 
For high temperatures or for low signal intensity, the false-alarm probability 
is found to be: 
Qo = 1 - v o - (1 - Vo)~ I/x I~/(1 - A)~ -{- 0[[/x ['(1 - Vo)S], (7.4) 
and the detection probability is: 
Qa = 1 - Vo v- A2I~ 13(1 - vo)Z](1 - h)2 + ~[[/x 14(1 - v0)a]. (7.5) 
Solving Eq. (7.4) for A, we have: 
)t ----- 1 -- [(1 --  vo)2 I ix I~/(1 --  v o --  Qo)]~/2, (7.6) 
which is less than 1 as required. The detection probability is therefore given 
in terms of the false-alarm probability, 
Qa ~--- Qo + 2(1 - %)[{/z l~(1 - v o - Qo)]l/~ - -  ( l  - -  Vo)g [/z 12. (7.7) 
The detection probability is greater than the false-alarm probability for all 
allowed )t values. 
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We remark that the high temperature and low signal intensity expansions 
are not val id near h = 1 unless we include an infinite number  of terms in the 
series. Furthermore,  as h lies between 0 and 1, there are restrictions upon 
the values of ]/z ] and Qo that are allowed. The  physical region of al lowed ] g~ I 
and Qo values is shown in Fig. 2. 
For  low temperatures,  we find: 
Qo = (70 - q)[1 - % - ln(1 - q) %(70 + A)2/7o21/(2% -1- A - -  1) + (9(% z) 
(7.8) 
and 
Qe = (% + aq)[1 - v o - ln( l  - -  q) %( l  - -  %)2/7o2]/(27o + A - -  1) + (0(voW), 
(7.9) 
where 
q = 1 - -  e - lu l ' z .  
Solving Eq. (7.8) for A to first order in %,  we have: 
= 1 - 2q + (1 - 2Qo){q(1 - q) / [Qo(1  - Qo)]} 1/~ 
%[1 q- (1 - -  q)(1 - -  Q0) q- lQo ~ ln(1 - q)][q(1 - q)]1/2 
- -  2(1 - -  Qo)[Qo(1 - Qo)] 1/2 + d~(v°2)" 
(7.11) 
Now since we have the restr ict ion 0 ~< A ~< 1, there are only certain com- 
binat ions of q and Qo that are allowed. In  Fig. (2) we have plotted the physical  
region, which lies between the A = 0 line and the )t = 1 curve for a part icular 
value of v o . 
Combin ing Eqs. (6.12) and (6.13), we finally have: 
Qa -~ Qo + {q(1 - 2Qo ) + 2[Qo(1 - Qo) q(1 - q)]~/z} 
× [1 - -  v o q- Voq-l(1 - -  q) ln(1 - -  q)] 
- voQo{q - (1 - 2Oo) (q0  - q) / [9o(1  - Qo)] )  1/~) 
× [1 + (1 - -  q)(1 - -  Qo) q-~Qo ~ ln(1 - q)] -t- (¢(vo2). (7.12) 
We observe that for v o ~-~ 0, this reduces to the zero-temperature r sult 
obtained previously (Helstrom, 1968). 
(7.1o)  
We may also write 
Qa - Qo = (1 q- a)[q(1 - Vo) q- %(1 - q) ln(1 - q)]/(27o q- a - 1) q- (9(%2). 
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For small decision level A, we have: 
Qo = (1 - ~,o){exp[-(1 - Vo) l~ t2] - 2:~a} + ¢(~) 
and 
where 3 is given by: 
= exp[--2(1 --  %) I/~ ] ~] 
We then obtain: 
I r' I ~'~ (1 - vo) ~" 




Qa ~ (1 - %){1 - [e-'l-~o)l< ~ -Q0/ (1  - %)]~/48}, (7.16) 
which will be valid whenever 
exp[--(1 --  %) Z ~ [ s] --  Qo/(1 - %) < 23. (7.17) 
Since the optimum projection operator ~r in the regions of the parameters 
we have discussed is merely the outer product of the single eigenstate [ 7) 
on itself, to characterize the optimum experiment, we need only determine 
] ~7)- As F(v  o , A ] c~*) is known in the regions of Iow temperature, high 
temperature, small decision level, and low signal intensity, we can find 1~7) 
in these regions from Eq. (1.13). 
For low temperatures, we have: 
r,)  = ~[- ~'~o(2'~ol --_+~A _ 1) ) ~/~ lE(~° + ;9 eL°t'/~ -- vo~/~o] 1~') 
- ~(1 - nl~0/n0) Io )  
+ vo ~e-I~t~ [,, ~ ret<~/2 A/z 1)]I + (9(v0~), 
(1 -- 7o) (7.18) 
where )t is given by Eq. (7.11) and is a function of Q0 , /~ 12, and v0, and 7o 
and ~l are given by Eqs. (5.7) and (5.13), and are functions of ]/z 12 and )~. 
From Eq. (7.18), we see that the optimum experiment at zero temperature 
involves not only counting the number of photons in the coherent signal state 
I/z), but also taking account of the average number of noise photons, which 
are all in the ground state of the harmonic oscillator detector. For small 
but finite temperatures, the system is excited, with some of the noise photons 
appearing in the first excited state ] 15 of the harmonic oscillator detector, 
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and the coherent signal is distorted, its derivative also appearing. For higher 
temperatures, it turns out that the noise photons appear in more harmonic 
oscillator states, and the coherent signal is further distorted, with higher 
derivatives appearing. Thus, the optimum detector must take account of the 
noise photons and the finite temperature distortions of the coherent signal in 
the detector. 
When the signal intensity is very low, we have: 
IV) -- {1 -- ]/* 12/[2(1 -- ;~)21} I0) +/,/(1 -- a) [ 1) ÷ (O(/x2), (7.19) 
where a is given by Eq. (7.6), and so the optimum detector need only count 
the number of photons in the lowest two harmonic oscillator detector states. 
As the signal intensity gets stronger, more harmonic oscillator levels are 
needed to be examined. 
For high temperatures, we already know that the optimum detection 
probability is the same as for the low signal intensity detector. However, the 
optimum detection operators are not, in general, of the same form. Let us 
define 
/2 =/~/(1 -- a), (7.20) 
so that 
I/2) = I t*/(1 -- )t)) (7.21) 
is a new coherent state characterized bythe eigenvalue/2, which has the same 
phase as the signal eigenvalue/~, but which differs in magnitude by the factor 
1/(I -- a). Then the optimum high temperature experiment counts photons 
in the state 
) @ = e_l~l~/z Ii (1 -- %);~ [_(4a 4_ 3) i/2 14 + 2(2h + 1)/2 i/2 12_~_~ 4 e/2 
~)2 - -  + 
where ~ is again given by Eq. (7.6). 
Finally, if the decision level A is small, we have: 
(--1)" (1 -- v0)" ~" 
, / , "  - -  (e - / - I ' l~  I / * ) )  IvY = I~)  + ae~o-~l~l.l" ~ n!(%~ - 1) ~ 
n=l  
-t- (9(az), (7.23) 
where I is given by inverting Eq. (7.13). 
We observe that for ~ --~ 0, the eigenstate I V> is the coherent state I/x>. 
We remark that this corresponds tothe maximum value of V, which can only 
be attained if the constraint of holding the false-alarm probability fixed is 
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relaxed. In Fig. 1 we have plotted ~7/(1 -- %) as a function of ~ for a particular 
value of q, and for v 0 -- 0, 1, and some intermediate value. We observe that 
~/>~ 0 for 0 ~< ~ ~< 1, and that for 0 < v o < 1, ~7/(1 --  %) lies between the 
curves for Vo = 0 and % = 1, so that the maximum is indeed at ~ = 0. 
Thus for any Qo ~< 1 - v o , there is a range of q values such that relation 
(7.17) is satisfied. In general, however, we cannot expect his to be true, and 
so Qa is given by Eq. (7.7) for v 0 ~ 1 and for I/* ]~ ~ 1, and by Eq. (7.12) 
for % ~ 1. 
8. DISCUSSION 
We have shown that for the most reliable detector of a coherent signal of 
known phase, we must have a decision level A less than 1. This is because in 
the asymptotic regions we have discussed, the optimum projection operator ~r 
is made up of the single eigenstate { ~/) whenever the eigenvalue ,/is positive, 
which is only true for 0 ~< )t <~ 1. This property of the detector of a coherent 
signal of known phase is in marked contrast to the properties of detectors of 
incoherent radiation and coherent signals of random phase, where there can 
be many eigenvalues. Although for the latter two cases, a small false-alarm 
probability corresponds to a large decision level, this is not the case for the 
optimum detector of a coherent signal of known phase. 
We remark that although the experimenter knows the phase of the signal, 
and uses that knowledge to perform the optimum experiment, the probability 
that he will detect he signal is independent of that phase. That is, Qa and Q0 
are functions of I/~ I s, and hence do not depend upon the phase of/z. 
We remark further that the low temperature expansion is given in terms of 
the quantity % ~-exp(- -hoo/kT),  and is valid whenever v 0 ~ 1, or that 
h~o/kT ~ 3. 
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